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1. INTRODUCTION {#alz12004-sec-0050}
===============

Frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) is the overarching term for a group of neurodegenerative disorders that are associated with accumulation of protein aggregates in the central nervous system (CNS), most commonly comprising one of two major proteins---microtubule associated protein tau (abbreviated tau; shown in blue in Figure [1](#alz12004-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) and transactive response DNA‐binding protein molecular weight 43 (abbreviated TDP; shown in orange).[1](#alz12004-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#alz12004-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} FTLD is at least as common as Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) in people younger than 65 years of age.[3](#alz12004-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#alz12004-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#alz12004-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} In US and UK cohorts, the prevalence of the behavioral and cognitive syndromes is ≈10 to 22 per 100,000, with similar prevalence of motor syndromes.[6](#alz12004-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#alz12004-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} All FTLD disorders are uniformly fatal and generally lead to death within 10 years of diagnosis, sometimes much earlier.[8](#alz12004-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} When compared with AD, FTLD is thought to have an even greater effect on the lives of patients and their families because it is associated with an earlier age at onset, often developing when affected individuals are still working and raising children,[9](#alz12004-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} as well as a more rapid rate of decline[8](#alz12004-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} and effects on personality and behavior that cause considerable stress for families.[10](#alz12004-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#alz12004-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#alz12004-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} These features reinforce the importance of efforts to develop treatments for this devastating disorder. Although treatments are not yet available, there is great enthusiasm for a number of potential disease‐modifying therapies, including anti‐tau antibodies, tau aggregation inhibitors, microtubule stabilizers, progranulin modulators, and antisense oligonucleotides,[13](#alz12004-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#alz12004-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#alz12004-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#alz12004-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#alz12004-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#alz12004-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#alz12004-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#alz12004-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#alz12004-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#alz12004-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} with some agents already being tested in clinical trials (Boxer et al, special collection).

![Clinical and neuropathological classification of FTLD. TDP, TAR DNA binding protein 43; FUS, *fused in sarcoma*; 3R, 3 repeat; 4R, 4 repeat; CBD, corticobasal degeneration; FTDP‐17, frontotemporal dementia Parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17; CTE, chronic traumatic encephalopathy; AGD, argyrophilic grain disease; MST, multisystem tauopathy; see text for additional abbreviations; *italicized words are abbreviations for autosomal dominant genes that cause FTLD*. (After Seeley et al.)](ALZ-16-71-g001){#alz12004-fig-0001}

In preparation for clinical trials in FTLD, it is critical that the medical community develops tools for tracking disease states that are capable of dealing with the unique challenges in FTLD. Some of the most important of these challenges come from clinical and genetic diversity. Clinically, FTLD can present with a variety of syndromes including the behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), bvFTD plus amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (FTD‐ALS), the semantic variant of primary progressive aphasia (svPPA), the nonfluent/agrammatic variant of PPA (nfPPA), corticobasal syndrome (CBS), and progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP‐RS; the classic PSP syndrome called Richardson syndrome). Each of these syndromes is characterized by its own set of symptoms, signs, and abnormalities on neuropsychological testing. The complexity of FTLD is further increased through its association with genetic mutations, which occur in at least 20% of all FTLD patients and cause a dominantly inherited familial disorder (f‐FTLD). The most common mutations associated with FTLD occur in the microtubule‐associated protein tau (*MAPT* [23](#alz12004-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}), progranulin (*GRN* [24](#alz12004-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}), and chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (*C9orf72 or C9ORF72* [25](#alz12004-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#alz12004-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}) genes. These mutations together account for at least 50% of f‐FTLD.[27](#alz12004-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#alz12004-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Thus, far from being a single entity, FTLD actually represents a variety of clinical and genetic syndromes.

RESEARCH IN CONTEXT {#alz12004-sec-0060}
-------------------

Systematic review: The authors reviewed the literature using traditional sources (eg, PubMed) and meeting abstracts and presentations.Interpretation: Our results indicate that the published and emerging literature, including papers being published in a special collection of Alzheimer\'s and Dementia describing recent work from the Advancing Research and Treatment for Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration (ARTFL) and Longitudinal Evaluation of Familial Frontotemporal Dementia Subjects (LEFFTDS) studies indicates that familial frontotemporal dementia (f‐FTLD) is characterized by increasing rates of change as disease severity increases, and that biomarker measurements may predict symptom onset.Future directions: Ongoing studies are continuing to characterize the natural history of f‐FTLD. These studies will generate important data for planning treatment trials in FTLD.

HIGHLIGHTS {#alz12004-sec-0070}
----------

Familial frontotemporal dementia (f‐FTLD) is an important entity for drug development in FTLD.f‐FTLD appears to show increasing rates of change as disease progresses.Patterns of change in f‐FTLD will influence planning for clinical trials.

Another major challenge in FTLD is the absence of effective strategies for early diagnosis. In AD, the concept of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) revolutionized diagnosis and treatment by defining a clinical syndrome that often represents the early phase of disease.[29](#alz12004-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Delineation of MCI, combined with the development of biomarkers for tracking the accumulation of CNS amyloid and tau,[30](#alz12004-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} the proteins that aggregate in AD, have led to clinical trials of disease‐modifying treatments in this early phase of AD.[31](#alz12004-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, these biomarkers have spurred the development of models of disease evolution in non‐AD disorders (Figure [2](#alz12004-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), which propose that prodromal, asymptomatic stages can be monitored with biomarkers and evolve into symptomatic stages wherein clinical measures can track progression.[32](#alz12004-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Individuals who are likely in this prodromal stage of AD can now be identified, and are being enrolled in prevention trials.[33](#alz12004-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#alz12004-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Such models should be equally relevant to FTLD. Although there have been attempts to define MCI‐like stages in FTLD,[35](#alz12004-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} their sensitivity, specificity, and prognostic value for future decline have not been established. Furthermore, no biomarkers capable of identifying prodromal stages of FTLD have yet been developed. Here, we review data from recent studies that examine the applicability of the model in Figure [2](#alz12004-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} to FTLD, in particular highlighting data from two studies called Advancing Research and Treatment for Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration (ARTFL) and Longitudinal Evaluation of Familial Frontotemporal Dementia Subjects (LEFFTDS), which were designed to characterize the entire natural history of FTLD. Data from these studies have recently been published in a collection of articles in *Alzheimer\'s and Dementia* and its sister journals.

![Theoretical model of disease progression in frontotemporal dementia (FTLD), linking theoretical biomarker changes to clinical stages of illness](ALZ-16-71-g002){#alz12004-fig-0002}

2. ARTFL, LEFFTDS, AND FAMILIAL FTLD {#alz12004-sec-0080}
====================================

In recognition of the need to advance toward treatment of FTLD, the National Alzheimer\'s Project Act (NAPA) Steering Committee on the Alzheimer\'s Disease‐Related Dementias (ADRD) convened in 2013 and again in 2016, and made recommendations for research.[36](#alz12004-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#alz12004-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} The goals included (1) expanding efforts to genotype patients with FTLD and identifying new genes, (2) developing FTLD biomarkers for diagnosis and disease progression, (3) creating an international FTLD clinical trials network, and (4) understanding phenotypic heterogeneity and natural history. In 2014, the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) funded two studies designed to improve our understanding of the natural history of FTLD and to establish a North American network of clinical research centers in preparation for clinical trials in FTLD. ARTFL (NS092089, PI Boxer) was funded by the National Institute for Neurological Diseases and Stroke (NINDS) and the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) to create a network of 19 centers to study FTLD. LEFFTDS (AG045390, PIs, Boeve, Rosen) was funded by the National Institute on Aging (NIA) and NINDS, and involved a subset of eight of the ARTFL centers (<http://www.allftd.org>). The aims and methods are reviewed by Boeve et al in the special collection of articles, and the genetic methods and initial findings are reviewed by Ramos et al. Similar efforts are underway in Europe through the Genetic Frontotemporal Dementia Initiative (GENFI[38](#alz12004-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}).

One of the main goals for these studies was to characterize the natural history of FTLD, and f‐FTLD is a critical part of this goal. Members of these f‐FTLD families can be recruited based on their family history, and thus, can be identified before symptom onset, providing information on the prodromal, early symptomatic, and fully symptomatic stages. f‐FTLD mutation carriers are also highly attractive candidates for clinical trials because treatment studies that enroll f‐FTLD participants can be assured that every enrollee is affected by the targeted mechanism. In addition, clinical trials in f‐FTLD are currently the only context in which it is possible to demonstrate prevention of symptoms. Thus, ARTFL goals included recruitment of 600 individuals with sporadic FTLD (s‐FTLD) as well as 700 individuals from f‐FTLD families, who had limited longitudinal follow‐up. LEFFTDS was designed to provide more comprehensive longitudinal data in at least 300 members of families affected by mutations in the *MAPT*, *GRN*, and *C9orf72* mutations, including asymptomatic and symptomatic individuals. As reviewed below, these new studies, combined with other previous and ongoing international studies, are providing critical data on the evolution of FTLD.

3. LATE STAGES OF DISEASE: SYMPTOMATIC FTLD {#alz12004-sec-0090}
===========================================

As highlighted in Figure [2](#alz12004-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, current models of neurodegeneration propose acceleration into a rapid phase of decline in the symptomatic stage of illness. Several projects have examined longitudinal changes in symptomatic FTLD, and these have clearly demonstrated dramatic changes, well in excess of rates seen in cognitively normal individuals, and in many cases faster than the changes seen in AD.[39](#alz12004-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#alz12004-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} Such changes can be quantified using clinical and imaging measures,[41](#alz12004-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#alz12004-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#alz12004-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#alz12004-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#alz12004-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#alz12004-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#alz12004-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} and have provided sample size estimates for clinical trials. Because of variability across individuals, sample size estimates have been fairly large for some variants such as bvFTD (hundreds of people per arm in a double‐blind, placebo‐controlled study), whereas other variants such as svPPA are relatively homogeneous, and thus can be tracked reliably with much lower numbers of subjects. Some studies have shown that sample size estimates can be reduced using methods to identify variables (for instance specific brain regions) that show the most consistent change over time,[48](#alz12004-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} or by enriching studies with patients more likely to decline using baseline predictors.[47](#alz12004-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Most of this work has been done in s‐FTLD, but results of several longitudinal studies of symptomatic f‐FTLD have also been published,[46](#alz12004-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#alz12004-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#alz12004-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#alz12004-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#alz12004-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#alz12004-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} which have identified substantial changes, well in excess of normal. Thus, it is clear that the overt symptomatic stages of both s‐FTLD and f‐FTLD are characterized by accelerated rates of decline, similar to other dementias. Additional work is now necessary to identify the best markers for tracking these changes as efficiently as possible while accounting for the wide variation in clinical presentation.

In addition, ongoing work is attempting to identify CSF and blood‐based markers of disease state, and one protein that has emerged as valuable is neurofilament light chain (NfL), a neuronal cytoskeletal protein that is elevated in symptomatic FTLD and other neurodegenerative diseases.[54](#alz12004-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#alz12004-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} Longitudinal studies of NfL have indicated that it does not change much over time in patients with symptomatic s‐FTLD,[56](#alz12004-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} but several studies have indicated that baseline levels of NfL can predict rates of future change across s‐FTLD patients, suggesting that NfL is an indicator of the aggressiveness of an individual\'s disease.[56](#alz12004-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#alz12004-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#alz12004-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} Similar findings have been shown in f‐FTLD.[59](#alz12004-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} These findings suggest that a reduction in NfL due to a drug could be a powerful indicator that the treatment will alter disease course in continued longitudinal follow‐up. In addition, NfL can be used to enrich clinical trials with patients more likely to progress, thereby improving efficiency. One great advantage of NfL is that measurements from blood correlate well with measurements from CSF, and have similar predictive value.[58](#alz12004-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#alz12004-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}

Several articles in the special collection of articles in *Alzheimer\'s and Dementia* touch on clinical trials in symptomatic FTLD. In particular, Boxer et al discuss recent progress and challenges that were reviewed in a meeting of the academic‐industry collaborative Frontotemporal Dementia Treatment Study Group in 2018. One of the approaches highlighted that there was the concept of the "basket" trial, where patients with several variants of FTLD that share an underlying mechanism can be combined into a single study. For instance, a trial for an anti‐tau antibody could enroll patients with PSP‐RS, CBS, and *MAPT* mutation carriers. As discussed in the article, such studies would be critically dependent on identification of clinical outcome measures that are relevant to all these variants. In another article, Heuer et al demonstrate that s‐FTLD and f‐FTLD patients with a diagnosis of bvFTD show similar clinical features and patterns of brain atrophy, supporting the idea that genetic and sporadic variants of FTLD could be followed with similar clinical measures. Finally, an article by Lapid et al presents data on quality of life and caregiver burden in f‐FTLD, which is an important patient‐oriented outcome for clinical trials.

4. EARLY STAGES OF DISEASE: ASYMPTOMATIC/PRODROMAL FTLD {#alz12004-sec-0100}
=======================================================

Most models of neurodegeneration assume a much slower rate of decline during the prodromal phase. A critical question, however, is whether rates of change in any measures are still increased compared with normal (as depicted in Figure [2](#alz12004-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), which may indicate that these measures are still sensitive to biological changes associated with disease, and what sample sizes are required to reliably track these changes and detect effects of drugs. Staffaroni et al report on the use of NIH EXAMINER in the ARTFL/LEFFTDS f‐FTLD cohort. EXAMINER is a mostly computerized, psychometrically robust measure of executive function developed for clinical trials.[60](#alz12004-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} They show that longitudinal changes in EXAMINER scores can be identified in the asymptomatic stage of FTLD, and similar findings have been identified for other measures of cognition and behavior by other groups.[61](#alz12004-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} The associated sample size estimates for putative trials, however, are sobering, and this finding underscores the importance of identifying better predictors of future change in f‐FTLD, which can be used for inclusion and stratification (see below). In addition, Olney et al (special collection) provide cross‐sectional characterization of the initial features in the ARTFL/LEFFTDS f‐FTLD cohort and identify specific cognitive and behavioral measures that are abnormal in a percentage of asymptomatic f‐FTLD participants. This finding is consistent with prior studies in f‐FTLD showing that cognitive testing begins to deviate from normal levels of performance in the asymptomatic stage,[38](#alz12004-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} and such measures may be suitable for longitudinal tracking in the setting of clinical trials.

In the absence of overt symptoms, brain imaging is an alternative measure that may track disease state. Several studies have shown that brain volumes,[62](#alz12004-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#alz12004-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#alz12004-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} white matter integrity,[53](#alz12004-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#alz12004-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#alz12004-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} functional connectivity,[62](#alz12004-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#alz12004-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} perfusion,[66](#alz12004-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} glucose metabolism,[67](#alz12004-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} *N*‐acetylaspartate/creatinine (NAA/Cr), and NAA/myo‐inositol ratios[68](#alz12004-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} are reduced in asymptomatic f‐FTLD compared with normal. The analysis in Olney et al (special collection) also identified brain regions where a percentage of f‐FTLD family members show reduced brain volumes, and these may be suitable for longitudinal tracking. One of the notable findings, however, was significant variability in which regions were abnormal across participants, which means that choosing one region for all individuals would be difficult. This had been noted previously for the *C9orf72* mutation,[50](#alz12004-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} but Olney et al also found considerable variability in *GRN* and *MAPT* mutation carriers, with *MAPT* carriers being the most homogeneous. Few studies have examined longitudinal brain changes in asymptomatic f‐FTLD. Data from Chen et al (special collection) indicate that rates of decline in brain volume are faster in f‐FTLD mutation carriers compared with non‐carrier family members. Similar findings have been identified by other groups,[63](#alz12004-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#alz12004-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} but the numbers of cases have thus far been small, and probably not sufficient to generate sample size estimates for clinical trials. Finally Casaletto et al (special collection) provide data showing that rate of decline in cognition in asymptomatic mutation carriers is altered by modifiable lifestyle factors, including intellectual activity and exercise, indicating that even the profound effects of a mutation can be modified by individual choices, and pointing the way to another class of interventions.

5. MID‐STAGES OF DISEASE: TRANSITION FROM ASYMPTOMATIC/PRODROMAL TO SYMPTOMATIC PHASE {#alz12004-sec-0110}
=====================================================================================

A major goal for study of all neurodegenerative disease is to predict and identify the time when an individual transitions from the prodromal to the symptomatic phase of disease (Figure [2](#alz12004-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). This might be a critical period for starting interventions, which may also be used to delay or prevent this transition (see Boxer et al, special collection). Prediction of this transition is particularly problematic because there are no established measures that help with this prediction. Unlike mutations that cause familial AD and Huntington disease, for which age at onset in the family and genetic information significantly predict each individual\'s age at onset,[69](#alz12004-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#alz12004-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} age at onset in f‐FTLD can vary dramatically, even within a family.[71](#alz12004-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}

Recent work from ARTFL/LEFFTDS and other projects has begun to address this transition. One critical goal is to identify clinical features that signify when this transition might be occurring, and ARTFL and LEFFTDS have done significant work in this regard. In most prior studies of f‐FTLD, participants have been described as being "asymptomatic" or "symptomatic." This categorization ignores that for most patients with neurodegenerative disease, the transition to the symptomatic phase includes a period of mild symptoms that are not sufficiently severe to interfere with function and can be difficult to separate from the normal spectrum of cognition and behavior. As noted earlier, this stage is often referred to as MCI. To categorize participants in a way that captures this early/questionable phase, the ARTFL and LEFFTDS studies use an approach based on the Clinical Dementia Rating Staging Instrument (CDR[72](#alz12004-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}), which allows classification of each participant into mild/questionable (CDR = 0.5) or definite (CDR = 1, 2, or 3) impairment based on the participant\'s daily function. Although the CDR focuses predominantly on memory and executive cognitive domains, additional rating categories for language and behavior[42](#alz12004-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#alz12004-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} have been implemented by the National Alzheimer\'s Coordinating Center (NACC) to improve sensitivity to FTLD (CDR plus NACC FTLD). The *Alzheimer\'s and Dementia* special collection includes two articles by Miyagawa et al, which demonstrate the utility of the CDR plus NACC FTLD scale and that these additional categories increase sensitivity to early features in FTLD. Furthermore, Olney et al (special collection) provide data on ARTFL/LEFFTDS f‐FTLD participants rated as CDR plus NACC FTLD = 0.5 on their first visit, and show that this stage is associated with a higher degree of cognitive impairment, and more evidence of neurodegeneration, as measured with volumetric MRI, compared with asymptomatic participants (CDR plus NACC FTLD = 0) and non‐mutation carriers. These findings reinforce that traditional approaches for rating dementia severity, based on changes from the prior level of function, are sensitive to biological changes. Indeed, among those individuals observed to convert to dementia within ARTFL/LEFFTDS who were reported on in another article for the special collection[73](#alz12004-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} (see below), all had a CDR plus NACC FTLD = 0.5 score on the prior visit (personal communication).

In addition, the ARTFL/LEFFTDS team is developing a new instrument, the multidomain impairment rating (MIR), which includes many elements for improving the capture of early symptoms in FTLD, including precise delineation of the basis for a decision (participant report, informant report, neuropsychological testing), explicit criteria for use of objective neuropsychological testing in classification, and inclusion of visuospatial, motor, and sensory impairment. To implement this approach, ARTFL and LEFFTDS use performance on the neuropsychological tasks from the current (third) version of the cognitive testing battery used by the U.S. National Institute on Aging Alzheimer\'s disease centers program for the Uniform Data Set (UDS‐3). Kornak et al (special collection) present an improved method for generating z‐scores based on UDS‐3 data from cognitively normal controls stored at the NACC (<http://www.alz.washington.edu>).

Regarding prediction of this transition, a previous study from GENFI indicated that cognitive performance on specific tests begins to deviate from normal (at the group level) about 5 years before symptom onset in f‐FTLD, whereas brain volumes may become abnormally low about 10 years before symptoms.[38](#alz12004-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} This estimate was based on cross‐sectional analysis of asymptomatic patients and modeling of disease evolution using an estimate of predicted age at onset based on the age at onset in other family members. As noted above, there is reason to doubt that this approach is sufficiently accurate in f‐FTLD, and additional analyses are necessary to quantify its predictive value. One recent article suggested that brain imaging changes may occur closer to symptom onset (between 2 and 4 years) in *GRN* and *MAPT* carriers.[74](#alz12004-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Studies highlighting tests or brain regions that become abnormal at the group level raise the issue of whether it might be possible to choose a single cognitive measure or single brain region for each type of mutation as an early indicator of evolving disease. Several articles in the special collection address the challenge of identifying markers of transition. Olney et al (special collection) examine the distribution of abnormalities on cognitive testing and brain volumes in the CDR plus NACC FTLD = 0 and CDR plus NACC FTLD = 0.5 stages, and show that there are no tests or brain regions where \>80% of mutation carriers in these groups are abnormal (defined as a z‐score ≥ 1.5 standard deviations \[SD\]from normal). This is consistent with prior observations indicating that f‐FTLD mutation carriers may present with a variety of symptoms,[71](#alz12004-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} and suggests that it may be difficult to choose a single test or brain region for all carriers, even when focusing on one mutation. On the other hand, an article by Staffaroni et al[73](#alz12004-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} (special collection) examines the value of brain imaging as a predictor of decline using individualized maps of brain atrophy. They created a classification algorithm from atrophy maps based on CDR plus NACC FTLD = 0 and CDR plus NACC FTLD ≥ 1 mutation carriers and generated atrophy‐based dementia prediction scores for each individual. In an independent sample of FTLD mutation carriers who had been followed longitudinally, they then showed that these atrophy‐based scores improved prediction of conversion to CDR plus NACC FTLD ≥ 1 compared with models that only included age. Other prediction models using multimodal imaging and clinical data have also shown promising results.[75](#alz12004-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} These models were not customized for the type of mutation, an approach that will be tried as larger numbers of subjects are recruited. An additional article by Chen et al (special collection) describing longitudinal changes in *MAPT* mutation carriers indicates that brain volumes decline more rapidly in the few years before conversion to FTLD (similar to observations from other groups[74](#alz12004-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}), although imaging changes using the methodologies described by Chen et al appear earlier in the course than is shown by other groups. Recent work also indicates that changes in white matter integrity, measured with diffusion‐weighted MRI, accelerate prior to development of dementia[76](#alz12004-bib-0074a){ref-type="ref"} and recent findings from ARTFL/LEFFTDS have also demonstrated a similar pattern in the NAA/Cr ratio.[77](#alz12004-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} Much of the work indicating acceleration in biomarkers as FTLD clinical features emerge has come from small studies of *GRN* and *MAPT*. Similar studies of *C9orf72* carriers have not yet emerged. There are reasons to believe that pattern of change over time may differ by mutation type. Cases of *C9orf72* mutation carriers, in particular, have been described with very long and insidious courses of illness,[78](#alz12004-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [79](#alz12004-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} but how representative these cases are of *C9orf72*‐related disease overall remains to be studied.

Because fluid biomarkers such as NfL are associated with symptomatic FTLD and predict rate of decline, it stands to reason that rises in NfL may mark the transition to the symptomatic phase. Such a finding with NfL recently emerged from a large study of familial AD,[80](#alz12004-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} and cross‐sectional studies have demonstrated that NfL levels are higher in symptomatic than in presymptomatic f‐FTLD.[59](#alz12004-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} This will be examined more in ongoing studies of f‐FTLD.

6. CONCLUSIONS {#alz12004-sec-0120}
==============

Data collected over the last decade supports the idea that common models of neurodegenerative disease, which propose low rates of change in clinical measures and biomarkers in the prodromal phase followed by acceleration of disease markers in the symptomatic phase, apply to FTLD. Large ongoing studies of f‐FTLD have provided critical information about the prodromal phase. As these data have emerged, it has become clear that substantial continued development will be necessary to prepare for clinical intervention trials. In the symptomatic phase, despite rapid rates of decline overall, significant variability across people means that large sample sizes (given the relative rarity of FTLD) are required for studies that would use traditional designs and current measures. This problem is even more significant in the asymptomatic, prodromal phase, where rates of change are smaller. These observations mean that new, creative approaches to trial design and more sensitive clinical measures and biomarkers will need to be developed.

A critical goal for treatment in the prodromal phase is to delay or prevent the onset of features, and studies are beginning to demonstrate that a combination of clinical and biomarker measures can help to predict when a person will develop FTLD features, but much additional work is needed to refine these models to the point where they are most useful. Detecting acceleration in clinical measures and/or biomarkers may become an important component of these models, and fluid‐based biomarkers such as NfL may also enhance such models. One would predict that approaches that incorporate multimodal indices of FTLD evolution (ie, biofluid analytes, genetic variation, neuropsychological findings, imaging findings, and so on) will be particularly informative.[81](#alz12004-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}
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